AERO Race Wheels Teams with Mod Lite STARS for 2017 Season
SOMERSET, PA (January 6, 2017) – Officials of the BILSTEIN Modified Lite STARS
Championship Tour are pleased to announce the signing with nationally recognized company
Aero Wheels. Based out of Estherville, Iowa Aero has returned as an associate sponsor for the
Modified Lite STARS for the 2017 season.
In 1995, AERO Race Wheels, was
established by current owner F.L.
"Skip" Miller on the conviction that this
company and its dedicated staff could
provide higher quality wheels designed
specifically to endure the tough
requirements and conditions of the
racing industry. Most importantly, the
wheels needed to be manufactured and
marketed while maintaining an
affordable price structure. Since then,
Aero have become the largest premier
steel racing wheel supplier and our
product line speaks for itself. It's not an
understatement to say that Aero have made our mark in the racing community in just a short time.
“We are very happy to
have Aero Wheels on
board with us”, Bill Bauer,
President of Racing
Operations stated. Aero
Wheels puts out an
excellent product that
many of our drivers use.
At the most recent 411
Raceway Hangover race
our 2016 national
champion Randy Bryan
and our 2016 Futures Cup
Champion Kolbe Kimbrew
was awarded with
certificates for a set of
Aero Wheels. In 2017
Aero Race Wheels will
provide Modified Lite
STARS 2017 Championship and Futures Cup Champion with four beadlocks 13x8 2”offset Aero
Wheels. In addition Aero Race Wheels will provide each regional champion with $60 gift
certificates and Aero Race Wheels will provide the Mod Lite STARS Series with winner circle
stickers to be awarded to national/regional/weekly winners.
For more information call 888-895-2376 or contact us via e-mail info@aeroracewheel.com.

The Bilstein Modified Lite STARS group is a non-profit organization that was formed to fill a
void and restore much-needed stability to the brand of mod lite racing. Serving as a national
sanctioning body, the Modified Lite STARS represents an aggressively growing segment of
motorsports and is recognized as the leader in modified lite racing. In its tenth year of operation
the STARS program has gained widespread acceptance with its standardized rules and a growing
sponsorship program.
The Modified Lite STARS International Championship Tour is proudly supported by its major
sponsors: BILSTEIN Shock Absorbers, Hoosier Race Tire, Ignite Racing Fuel, Aero Race
Wheels, SWIFT Springs, ROD END Supply, Knepper ATV Repair, Sidewinder Chassis, Velocity
Race Cars, Extreme Motorsports, Reynolds Farm Equipment, John Deer, Boyd’s Garage, Sauer &
Sons Construction, Chasos Motorsports, and Jokers Chassis
You can reach Bill Bauer at 814-442-1738. E-mail to info@modlitestars.org and snail mail to 128
Bruner Ave, Somerset, PA 15501

